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dollers per hour or even more [3].
Abstract
In this work, we investigate the impact of hard
and
soft failures of processor cores running in
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tegral part of any high-end computing systems.
storage
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data
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events during life-time of a
service disruption, caused by either data loss
high-end
storage
system.
or data unavailability, can be very costly for
enterprise applications such as e-banking or eshopping. Component failure is one of major 2 A High-End Data Storage
causes of data loss or data unavailability. AlSystem Model
though data loss can be prevented by data protecTo satisfy increasing demand for high-speed
tion techniques such as remote mirroring, snapdata
transactions, enterprise storage systems
shots, and backups, these techniques have been
have
extensively
become more complex and have
less effective to avoid data unavailability. In this
included
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growing
integrated circuits. A typwork, we investigate the impact of hard and soft
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memory
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cores
running
to transfer cusestimate number of system downtime events.
tomer data from the disk subsystem to the
servers connected directly or indirectly to the
1 Introduction
storage system. If customer data not exist in
Information systems or data storage systems the memory subsystem, it is transferred from the
have become an important part of any high- disk subsystem to the memory subsystem, and
end Information Technology (IT) computing sys- from the memory subsystem to the storage fronttem. Data storage systems are now widely be- end logic, and from the front-end logic to the
ing used in IT infrastructure of enterprise appli- servers. Any disruption in the disk subsystem,
cations such as online financial transactions, e- the memory subsystem, or the front-end logic can
shopping, e-banking, and online travel booking. delay data transfer and cause data unavailability
Data unavailability or data loss in these systems for host applications running on the servers. A
can have expensive, or even catastrophic, conse- block diagram of a high-end storage system is
quences [1, 2]. Although data loss can be pre- illustrated in Fig. 1.
As the number of components and computing
vented by data protection techniques such as loresources
within a storage system increases, the
cal snapshots, incremental archives, and Redunfrequency
of failure of components within storage
dant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) arrays,
systems
increases
as well. Although most comthese techniques are inefficient to avoid data unponents
and
computing
resources within a highavailability. Recent system failures or outage of
end
storage
system
use
mirrored configuration,
some e-commerce and communications compaa
recent
study
shows
increasing
number of hard
nies such as eBay or T-mobile show that a sysand
soft
failures
in
both
midrange
and high-end
tem down time can cost as much as few million
storage systems [4].

Figure 1. Block diagram of a high-end storage system
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Root Cause of System Downtime and Proposed Approach

ing number of soft errors [4]. These bit flips can
temporarily corrupt the data being stored or processed. In the past, soft errors were regarded as
Recent literatures on failure analysis of a su- a major concern only for space applications. Yet,
percomputer discuss various causes of increased for designs manufactured at advanced technology
downtime of supercomputers [5, 6]. In this work, nodes, such as 65 nm and smaller, system-level
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